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Feminism

Introduction

De�nition

Feminism :

Syllabi�cation: fem·i·nism
Pronunciation: /fem@"niz@m /
Noun : The advocacy of women's rights on the grounds of political,

social, and economic equality to men.

Oxford dictionnary



Feminism

History

Before the 19th century

In the end of the 18th century a french woman named Olympe de

Gourge writing : Declaration of the Rights of Woman and the

Female Citizen. Where she denounce the faillure of the french

revolution concerning the sex equality.
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In the 19th century: the �rst wave

The �rst-wave feminism is the period on the feminist acti�ty focus

on the legal right like the right to vote.
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In the 20th century : The second-wave feminism

The second-wave feminism is more focus on the defaco inequality

like inequal pay or domestic violence.
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In the end of the 20th century up to today : the third-wave

feminism

The thrid-wave feminism is more focus on the intersectionnality, the

gender stereotype, pornography, sex-positifvity and reproductive

right.
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Today

Today, many woman in many contry accros the world are harrast or

maltreated due to their sex but with the help of some media,

people and organisation, the changement comming fot the best.
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Plularity

Many feminism

You may thing due to the begining of this presentation they have

just one feminism, thant's a mistake despite the fact their are

�ghting for the women's right their are many movement with

diferences in subject like the prostitution or the surrogacy for

example.
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Why feminism is cool

You may say if you are a man : why we alerady need feminism ?

First the inequality problem are not solve at all and if you think

that's not normal feminis is cool. Secondly the gender stereotype

a�ect also men who forced by socity to be strong and "manly".
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Evolution

Intersectionality

Intersectionality

In sociology the intersectionality is the study of the intersection

between di�erent form of opresion and domination. This study

explain why a "color" feminist can be oppresed by a white feminist.
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